
                                                               Community Guidelines 

 

I will upload only work that I’ve created 

 Share your own work on Tscalehub. 
 Don’t post others’ work. 
 Don’t take credit for others’ work. 
 Don’t post copyrighted or trademarked content. 

 

I won’t post inappropriate content 

 Tscalehub aspires to be a welcoming and inclusive community. Please don’t post content that is: 

 Illegal 
 Irrelevant to the Tscalehub Platform 
 Pornographic, mature in content, or gratuitously or overly sexual  
 Racist, sexist, or otherwise offensive 
 Shockingly graphic, grotesque, or obscene 
 Inflammatory (e.g. name-calling, preaching, ranting, stirring up controversy, or venting 

frustrations) 
 

If you post inappropriate content, it may be removed by Tscalehub as per our Terms of 

Service. Tscalehub has final say over whether content is appropriate. If you repost content that’s 

been removed or continue to post content that violates these guidelines your account may be 

suspended or removed. 

 

If you notice a Tscalehub member posting inappropriate content, report it by contacting us. 

 
I won’t spam other Tscalehub Members 

Tscalehub provides many features that allow users to interact with one-another, including 

messages,Comments etc. Please don’t use these tools indiscriminately to spam or send 

unsolicited messages to other members. If you’re caught spamming other Tscalehub members, 

your account may be suspended or removed. 

Leaving many comments that are short on substance to draw attention to your account 

If you see a Tscalehub member spamming others, report it by contacting us. 

  

 

I will give due credit 

If your work is inspired by other work on Tscalehub, make sure to give credit. You can do this 

by mentioning the Tscalehub member. Know that work that’s inspired by others may be 

interpreted as stolen. 

If you’re the owner of work that has been posted on Tscalehub without your consent, please 

review our Copyright Policy. 

Please link back to Tscalehub when posting Tscalehub content elsewhere. 

 

http://dribbble.com/contact
http://help.dribbble.com/#how-do-mentions-work
https://dribbble.com/copyright
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I will earn Arc Coins only through right means 

ArcCoins are credited in your wallet as a reward for sharing your project in Tscalehub but if any 

inappropriate content, random content, repetitive project or a project which doesn’t belongs to 

you is uploaded in to the platform to earn arc coins, then under such cases your projects may be 

removed by Tscalehub and your wallet may be debited to null ArcCoins for the misconduct. 

If you see Tscalehub member using inappropriate measures to earn ArcCoins, report it by 

Contacting us. 

 

I will use Tscalehub platform to give constructive feedback 

Tscalehub core value is to benefit architecture community by engaging the community in a 

positive manner and bringing the community together. Positive engagement is only possible 

when members of the community communicate or engage in right tone with right spirit. If you are 

found trolling other members , using derogatory tone, giving deconstructive or discouraging 

feedback or anything which makes other community members uncomfortable then under such 

circumstances you may be barred from the Tscalehub community. 

If you see Tscalehub member creating nuisance, report it by Contacting us. 

 


